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MINUTES OF THE 46th MEETING OF AYNHO HISTORY SOCIETY HELD AT AYNHO VILLAGE 

HALL ON WEDNESDAY 28th MARCH 2012 

 
Present: – Rupert Clark – Chairman and Treasurer        

       Peter Cole – Secretary.               
   

There were three apologies.  
 
                                                                          

1.       Chairman’s Report      Rupert Clark 
 
Rupert said that two interviews with elderly Aynho residents made some years ago had been 
converted from what had then been cutting-edge material onto disc as it was important to keep all 
these old records in the most up-to-date fashion. This had cost £34. 
He wished to spend £40 on joining SOFA (Soldiers of Oxfordshire Association), as they provide 
information on local war deaths, which would prove useful.   
He advised that Aynho Church silver has gone on tour to Peterborough. He has photos, which will be 
shown at the AGM.  
He has been given a map of all the known wells and pumps in the village. He asked anyone who is 
aware of any others to let him know. 
We now have a complete programme for the rest of the year. 
 
. 
 
 
 

2.  Secretary’s Report      Peter Cole 
 
Peter announced that there has been no new correspondence this month, other than from James 
Tobin. He had offered to give us a talk on Banbury at War 1939 to 1945. We are booked up for this 
year, but he was told we would bear him in mind for 2013. When asked if he was aware of Aynho’s 
part in this, he said not. He was told a bit about John Fulcher and his activities. He did some 
Googling, and came up with some pictures of the west side of Aynho, thinking that these were the 
military roads where petrol was stored. Peter corrected him, and gave him most of our information to 
use of he wished.   
He had also received complete History programmes for 2012 from Adderbury, Croughton and 
Middleton Cheney, and he will send them each a copy of ours.    
 
 
 
3.            Banbury – Historic Town or Shopper’s Paradise?       Brian Little 
 
Brian said that the title should really be “Banbury - Historic Market Town or Shopper’s Paradise?”  He had 
often thought to himself: “Is Banbury as much a market town as it was when I first came here in 1961?” An old 
friend had once told him “No. Years ago I walked down the High Street, and I knew everyone, these days I’m 
not known and I know no one”. For him life had changed dramatically.    
Other things had caused Brian to pause. Most importantly in 1998 we lost our livestock market. From being 
the stockyard of England in 1925, it became the stockyard of Europe, the biggest throughput of sheep in the 
whole of the continent, yet suddenly it closed. Another friend, Professor Brian Goodey, wrote in the Spectator 
magazine: “This is not an end, it is a warning”.   
If you go down to the Market on a Thursday or Saturday now, you will find that something is missing.  
There are not as many customers, and the characters are no longer there. Brian recalled a huge man 
selling clocks and watches, who would always shout out: “Half price in the sale today, ladies, half 
price” every week. There was a lady who sold lampshades, called the shady lady. There are no real 
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personalities today. A greengrocer, who has been coming every week for 35 years recently said: 
“Where are all the customers?” There seems to have been a definite decline recently. 
Right now even more changes are in the pipeline, with the proposed Prodrive move and a 
subsequent new retail park. This will be a great gamble, and if it goes wrong there is no doubt that 
the whole town centre will suffer substantially and there will be no talk of a shopper’s paradise. 
In his book, “Victorian Banbury”, Barry Trinder says that Banbury has always been the most typical of 
market towns. It used to be the village carrier’s metropolis. In the year 1851 there were 179 different 
carriers making 400 journeys from all villages within a 15-mile radius of Banbury, often bringing 
villagers in with them. This town was the natural centre to which they were all gravitating, where 
people wanted to be, and wanted to shop. For some years this persisted despite the coming of small 
Bedford bus services, such as Matthews of Brailes, and Tanners of Sibford. They would go first to the 
Market Place, then fan out to the shops, pubs and cafes. 
Of course the main items of sale in Banbury were the animals, in particular locations, always cattle in 
front of the Town Hall, sheep in the Horsefair, and pigs and hens in the corner of the Market Place. It 
wasn’t until at least the mid-1920s that this all changed, with the arrival of Midland Marts, when a 
proper market place was established in Grimsbury. The farmers followed in the wake of this, and 
went and spent wisely and generously, and then slaked their thirst in one of the many pubs in the 
town. They had a farmer’s lunch, which was all part of the market day experience. This together with 
the myriad of small shops, each locally owned, with their owners living above, contributed to the 
prominence of Banbury as a quality market centre.  
A lot has since changed. Most of the small shops have disappeared. We have lost the Woolworths, 
whose original shop opened in 1931 as a 3d and 6d store. You may think that freebies are a modern 
invention, but Brian mentioned a 90-year-old woman who received a free gift on the opening of this 
store – it was a chamber pot! Woolworths developed a haberdashery section, and later during the 
War started selling broken biscuits and your pennyworth of sweets as well. This proved very popular, 
and they used to remain open until 9 pm on Saturdays, so that everyone could get their share of 
these. Woolworths were very much part of the market imagery of Banbury.  
Another clear characteristic of Banbury was the layout of streets, dating back to mediaeval times. 
One of the major changes that Brian is aware of has been the invasion of Banbury High Street by the 
fast food trade. 
Brian then showed a series of slides illustrating the points he had made. These included a map 
drawn to represent Banbury in medieval times. Banbury originally had several crosses. The one 
referred to in the famous “Ride a Cock Horse to Banbury Cross” rhyme is believed to have been in 
Cornhill. All these disappeared in 1602, torn down by the Puritans, and for the next 250 years 
Banbury had no cross at all. The present one was built in 1859 because it was decided that Banbury 
should have a cross to celebrate the wedding of Queen Victoria’s eldest daughter. However we 
should be grateful to the inventors of the nursery rhyme, as it has brought international fame to this 
town. 
Our present Town Hall opened in the 1854. It was from here that Midland red buses began their 
journeys in 1923. It is remarkable how things go full circle, since many people start their journeys 
from here today.  
The Cow Fair was not only the site of the cattle market, it was also where the fairground had its 
biggest attractions. 
There were several photos of the half-timbered buildings, which are a particular feature of old 
Banbury. There were two corn exchanges. Of course with all that was going on, it was necessary to  
have plenty of places to eat and drink. There were probably 100 pubs in Banbury at their height. 
With the coming of Midland Marts, there were pictures of many sheep pens, featuring animals drawn 
literally from all over the country, and illustrating the cut and thrust of the auctioneering industry. 
Why did this all disappear? One reason is that supermarkets began to deal directly with the larger 
farmers, bypassing the intermediary of the market. 
One of the selling points of the old Christmas stock sales was that the auctioneer would always know 
exactly where a beast had come from.  
Earlier Brian had mentioned the layout of Banbury streets. This is illustrated by a picture of Parsons 
Street, taken from the western end. The road goes round in an S” shape, which draws the eye so that 
it wants to travel round the corner to see what is there.  
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Another photo was of Dossett’s Delicatessen, which was noted for its parrot, which might nip unwary 
customers. Then came the Reindeer Inn, originally thought to be a 16th century building, but following 
investigation now known to have been of 15th century origin as a merchant’s house. The highlight of 
this is the Globe Room, with its Civil War connections. It started life as a sitting-out area, where you 
could enjoy your pint. Almost opposite used to be the original Banbury Cake Shop, but true to its 
Puritan tradition, in 1968 Banbury pulled it down.  
Fine Fare was Banbury’s first supermarket. When they expanded into the former Baptist chapel next 
door, it hit the national headlines, as no one had ever done this before. 
There was a picture of children dancing around maypoles provided by Mr Braggins of Braggins Yard. 
Wincotts was the home of the Ken Prewer Dance Band. 
The Green was noted for its Georgian and Victorian buildings, where successful shop owners used to 
live.  
Brian showed a picture of the original 1909 W H Smith’s shop, now a coffee shop. 
In 2000 came the opening of Castle Quay. This revived an acquaintance with Woolworths. It  
heralded a new beginning. Now of course Woolworths has gone, and HMV is in trouble.  
The future of Banbury probably rests with Formula 1 racing. That is why we should look seriously at 
the vote of confidence that the planners gave to the Prodrive scheme last week for a new retail park. 
We have had several successful Canal Days, with coach loads of people arriving.  
Where does all this leave us? Banbury still has the market town feel about it, but it doesn’t dominate 
the town like it used to. It is interesting that the head of Castle Quay formed an unholy alliance with 
the High Street traders to fight the Prodrive proposal. They both feared for the future.    
Brian’s view of it is that the pick of the town will survive. It will survive because it has a vision, an 
appearance and it has a firmly established tradition. 
There may well be more charity shops, the High Street will change, but we must never lose our 
produce market. That would be the final nail in the coffin.  
In response to questions, Brian agreed that the Canal area seemed too hemmed-in, with only one 
small café right under the museum bridge. It was to be hoped that something more could be made of 
it south of Bridge Street, but there were problems due to the huge number of different landowners 
there.   
In addition to plush and other weaving, bricks were once made here by Lampreys of Grimsbury, and 
were used by Kimberleys, an old Banbury building firm. There was a Britannia Engineering Works, 
which originally made turnip cutters. Later this changed to reaper binders, and they exported to 
America. It was the closure of this firm in 1929, which resulted in a great deal of unemployment in 
Banbury, and this was only eased by the coming of the aluminium industry to our town. 
During the First World War, there was a factory in Grimsbury, where shells were filled, and it was 
noted that the skins of the ladies who worked there turned yellow, due to the chemicals they were 
using. 
A company in Station Approach made a motorcycle called the Berwick. 
Banbury twice became an overspill town, once for Londoners in the 1950s and again in the 1960s for 
Birmingham people, a lot of whom were Birds employees. 
Rupert thanked Brian for a very interesting talk. 
 
 4.  Forthcoming Meetings   
 
April 25th          The Civil War In Oxfordshire Martin Greenwood 
 


